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New Trends in Data Warehousing and Data Analysis (Annals of Information Systems)Springer, 2008
Most of modern enterprises, institutions, and organizations rely on knowledge-based management systems. In these systems, knowledge is gained from data analysis. Nowadays, knowledge-based management systems include data warehouses as their core components. The purpose of building a data warehouse is twofold. Firstly, to integrate multiple...
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Intelligent Network Video: Understanding Modern Video Surveillance SystemsCRC Press, 2008
This is the first resource to provide detailed coverage of advanced digital networking and intelligent video capabilities and optimization. It addresses general concepts, explains why IP-based systems provide better image quality and more scalable and flexible systems at a lower cost, and provides current information on cameras and DVRs. It also...
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ThermodynamicsDover Publications, 1956

In this classic of modern science, the Nobel Laureate presents a clear treatment of systems, the First and Second Laws of Thermodynamics, entropy, thermodynamic potentials, and much more. Calculus required.

THIS book ori~nated in a course of lectures held at Columbia University, New York, during the summer session of...
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The Book of JavaScript, 2nd Edition: A Practical Guide to Interactive Web PagesNo Starch Press, 2006
The Book of JavaScript teaches readers how to add interactivity, animation, and other tricks to their web sites with JavaScript. Rather than provide a series of cut-and-paste scripts, thau! takes the reader through a series of real world JavaScript code with an emphasis on understanding. Each chapter focuses on a few important JavaScript...
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Beyond Reason: Eight Great Problems That Reveal the Limits of ScienceJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
A mind-bending excursion to the limits of science and mathematics      
      Are some scientific problems insoluble? In Beyond Reason, internationally acclaimed math and science author A. K. Dewdney answers this question by       examining eight insurmountable mathematical and scientific roadblocks that have stumped thinkers across the...
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Ant Colony Optimization (Bradford Books)MIT Press, 2004

	The complex social behaviors of ants have been much studied by science, and computer scientists are now finding that these behavior patterns can provide models for solving difficult combinatorial optimization problems. The attempt to develop algorithms inspired by one aspect of ant behavior, the ability to find what computer scientists would...
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Science in the Age of Computer SimulationUniversity of Chicago Press, 2010

	Computer simulation was first pioneered as a scientific tool in meteorology and nuclear physics in the period following World War II, but it has grown rapidly to become indispensible in a wide variety of scientific disciplines, including astrophysics, high-energy physics, climate science, engineering, ecology, and economics. Digital computer...
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Motion Graphics with Adobe Creative Suite 5 Studio TechniquesAdobe Press, 2010

	Almost all motion graphics artists today use After Effects, Photoshop, or Illustrator to some degree in their projects. But how do they decide which tool is best for the job and how can they utilize the various components in the Creative Suite together for the most efficient and effective workflow? This book cuts to the chase and shows...
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PostGIS in ActionManning Publications, 2011

	Whether you're canvassing a congressional district, managing a sales region, mapping city bus schedules, or analyzing local cancer rates, thinking spatially opens up limitless possibilities for database users. PostGIS, a freely available open-source spatial database extender, can help you answer questions that you could not answer using...
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Network Security Essentials: Applications and Standards (4th Edition)Prentice Hall, 2010

	In this age of universal electronic connectivity, of viruses and hackers, of electronic eavesdropping
	and electronic fraud, there is indeed no time at which security does not matter.Two
	trends have come together to make the topic of this book of vital interest. First, the explosive
	growth in computer systems and their interconnections...
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Elastic BeanstalkO'Reilly, 2011

	Thank you for picking up a copy of this book. Amazon Elastic Beanstalk is one of
	Amazon AWS’s services. It offers a platform for easy deployment of web applications.
	The first version of Elastic Beanstalk handles Java applications running in a Tomcat
	container. Deploying an application has been made as easy as uploading your WAR...
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Database Systems: A Practical Approach to Design, Implementation, and Management (International Computer Science Series)Addison Wesley, 1998

	The history of database research over the past 30 years is one of exceptional
	productivity that has led to the database system becoming arguably the most impor
	tant development in the field of software engineering- The database is now the
	underlying framework of the information system, and has fundamentally changed
	the way many...
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